
Montagny Album: scholars’ workspace 

The Montagny album is an in folio, bound in velum, of 89 leaves, on which Élie-

Honoré Montagny, a French artist from the beginning of the 19th century, has paste 

more than 400 drawings from different sketchbooks. All these drawings are showing 

antiquities and were copied by the artist during his voyage in Italy, especially in 

Rome and Naples, from 1804 until 1815. An inscription on the first page gives its title 

to the album: “Recueil d’antiquités dessinées d’après des peintures trouvées à 

Herculanum, Stabia et Pompeïa” (DIA) (collection of antiquities drawn from paintings 

found in Herculaneum, Stabia and Pompei), which let us think that Montagny 

intended in the first place to show in his album only drawings of the ancient paintings 

that he was able to copy in the Portici Museum near Naples.  

Who is Montagny ? 

Élie Honoré Montagny was born in Paris in 1782. He was the son of Fleury 

Montagny, a medalist that worked for the king of France. The young Montagny 

studied in David’s workshop and was then admitted in the École des Beaux-Arts in 

Paris at the age of twelve. In his early twenty, he made copies of ancient sculptures 

at the Louvre that were published in the illustrated catalogue of the museum entitled 

Galerie Napoléon and published between 1802 and 1815 (DIA). It is probably at this 

occasion that he met Ennio Quirino Visconti, the antiquirian, who sent him to Italy in 

order to copy antiquities for the Iconographie antique. This book, on which Visconti 

was then working, intended to present famous men from the Antiquity, but the main 

purpose of its publication was to glorify Napoleon (DIA). 

Montagny left for Italy and went to Rome and Naples. Montagny then requested the 

authorization to go to Palermo, and while waiting for the reply, he decided to copy the 

ancient paintings from Herculaneum and Pompei that were on display in the museum 

in Portici.  

Montagny was one of the first artist outside of Naples to have access to the collection 

of ancient paintings: in fact, before him, nobody was allowed to copy or even to take 

notes in front of the paintings, as the king of Naples wanted to keep the exclusivity on 

the publication on the discoveries. But in 1804, when Montagny was in Naples, the 

king of Naples had run away from the French army, and the French in Naples were 

so powerful that nobody dared to reject their request.   



The copies of paintings that Montagny made are presented in the album on the recto 

of the pages, right in the center. They bear annotations indicating the original colors 

of the painting. The disposition of the drawings, the title on the first page on the 

album and the presence of annotations let us think that the album might have been a 

model for a publication of the paintings in color. For unknown reasons (political 

reasons? lack of funding?) the project was never achieved and Montagny re-used the 

album as a collection of models from the antique that he could use in his creations: 

he cut and paste on the album drawings that he made from the antique in Rome and 

Naples, sorting them approximately by theme. He also paste on the album tracings 

from antiquarian engravings from the 17th century, most of them taken from books by 

the artist and antiquarian Pietro Santi Bartoli. 

The Montagny album gives us today information on the taste of the antique at the 

beginning of the 19th century, but also on the Italian collections before their dispersal, 

on the state of conservation of the works at a certain time.  It gives us an image, a 

piece of time, froze in the first decade of the 19th c. 

The album allows us to have information about objects that are now lost, or 

damaged: (DIA) Here is the example of that painting from Herculaneum, now in the 

Louvre that Montagny drew when he was in Naples. An accident occurred and the 

painting was over-painted so that it seemed to be a forgery. Finding a copy of the 

painting in the album allowed me to understand that the painting was genuine. 

 

Workspace 

The structure of the workspace has been build considering the structure and the 

history of the Montagny album. Every drawing has been isolated and a record has 

been created for each one of them (DIA 32r_2).  

Core-records 

The information is classified in two major blocks: the first block giving information 

related to the drawing itself (title, dimension, materials, position in the album, etc.), 

the second is related to the object represented on the drawing when it has been 



identified (type of object, location in museum, date, former collections, 

bibliography…).  

The workspace is still in development, but all the records have been created, and 

nearly a half of the objects has been identified. Helene Dufresne, PhD student as the 

INHA worked with me in creating and filling the records and on the identification of 

objects. While filling the records, we thought about new functionalities for the 

workspace. It appeared for instance that links to other website related to the study of 

antiquities could be very useful, like the website of the German Institute in Rome, 

(DAI), arachne (DIA 84r_5). Bartoli’s book, in which Montagny traced some of the 

drawings, have been digitized and a link to the books can be made.  

(DIA 15r_1) In the case of the tracings, if identifying the source was quite easy, the 

identification of the object is more difficult: the book in which the drawing has been 

traced gives us information about the location at the object in the 17th century and it 

is sometimes hard to trace it until now. But in that case, we were lucky and were able 

to find the object in the British Museum database. I would like to draw your attention 

on the fact that digital sources were of a great help in retracing the objects in modern 

collections. 

Other functionalities 

Bibliography: a bibliography has been made, with tags that help finding the 

references ; 

Search engine: allows us to navigate very easily on the workspace, in order to find a 

drawing, a bibliographical reference, a drawing… 
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Mini-‐essays	  

1.  Museums	  and	  collec5ons	  in	  Rome,	  1800-‐1815	  

2.  The	  museum	  in	  Por5ci	  and	  the	  Palazzo	  degli	  Studi	  in	  Naples	  

3.  The	  discovery	  of	  Pompei	  and	  Herculaneum	  

4.  Montagny’s	  biography	  

5.  Technical	  study	  of	  the	  Album	  

6.  General	  Presenta5on	  of	  the	  Album	  

7.  The	  Album	  :	  Composi5on	  and	  Chronology	  	  

8.  French	  painters	  in	  Italy	  and	  drawing	  aTer	  the	  an5que	  in	  the	  beg.	  of	  the	  
19th	  c.	  	  

9.  French	  comunity	  in	  Naples	  in	  the	  beg.	  of	  the	  19th	  c.	  	  

10.  An5quarian	  books,	  18th	  and	  19th	  c.	  
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